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A Novel Nanoflow LC—
MS Approach for Bottomup Proteomics Using Micro
Pillar Array Columns
How micro-chip based pillar array columns can
enable routine use of nanoflow LC-MS.
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Bottom-up proteomics using C18 packed bed capillaries is used to analyze protein samples.
However, the technique lacks reproducibility and is not suitable for routine use.
Micro-chip–based pillar array columns have perfectly ordered, freestanding pillars etched
out of a silicon wafer rather than randomly packed particles. The regular flow pattern through
these pillars results in sharper peaks with increased resolution and sensitivity. Moreover, the
freestanding nature of the pillars yields much lower backpressures, making it possible to
operate longer columns.
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The strength of liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry (LCMS) lies in the combination
of two complementary techniques: high resolution liquid chromatography (LC) and accurate
mass spectrometry (MS). Scientific innovation has yielded two major developments in today’s
state-of-the-art in LC columns for proteomics. First, downscaling the column diameter made
it possible to inject much less material onto LC columns without compromising sensitivity.
Second, downscaling the diameter of the particles reduced the actual diffusion distance that
molecules must travel to interact with the stationary phase, thus improving efficiency.
These developments were only possible with the simultaneous development of LC and
MS instrumentation. LC systems that can handle high pressures up to 1200 bar and deliver
accurate flow as low as 50 nL/min are no exception today. These systems are needed to
operate the capillary bore columns, which may exceed 40 cm in length and are filled with
sub-2 µm silica particles because they produce very high backpressures. Several of these
column types are commercially available, but numerous laboratories pack their own columns
using long pulled-tip capillaries. The combination of these columns with the latest mass
analyzers results in consistent identification of over 4,000 protein groups in a single 90- to
140-minute gradient separation.
Nevertheless, this traditional column packing technology has inherent limitations. The
operational pressures of these long columns may exceed system limits causing the loss
of precious data or even system failure. Another limitation is caused by the slurry packing
procedure. This delicate process often results in rather poor column-to-column reproducibility.
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Perfect Order in
Chromatography: The
µPAC™ Column

TradiGonal HPLC columns

Figure 1: Traditional HPLC columns.

These limitations are directly
related to the design of the
traditional chromatography
bed. The size distribution of the
microparticles yields a degree
of random heterogeneity. This
affects the flow patterns, additive dispersion, and retention
time s of e ach mole cule in
the columns, as illustrated in
Figure 1.
PharmaFluidics uses a fundamentally different approach
to make the chromatographic
beds of its columns, as shown in
Figure 2. Advanced lithographic
techniques are used to create
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microfluidic channels in a silicon
Figure 2: Novel approach from PharmaFluidics.
wafer, similar to the techniques
used to produce integrated
electronic circuits. These
channels are filled with ordered
arrays of pillars, which form
the backbone of the stationary
phase. Virtually perfect order is
achieved, thus reducing additive dispersion to an absolute
minimum. All sample molecules
follow ide ntic al f low paths
throughout the entire column,
moving as a nicely conserved
plug, as shown at the bottom of
the figure. The result is improved
resolution and a higher signalto-noise ratio. Of note, the freestanding pillars are positioned
at accurately defined distances.
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This positioning has a significant
impact on column permeability. In fact, the pressure needed results are channels filled with 5-µm diameter pillars posito operate a 200-cm column at a flow rate of 300 nL/min is tioned at a distance of 2.5 µm. The height of each pillar is
only about 100 bars (at room temperature).
20 µm and the cross-section of the length is equivalent to a
Of course, the silicon wafer has a limited footprint. Thus, circular capillary with a diameter of about 85 µm. The porous
the columns are folded to make long columns. On one such layer is around 300 nm thick, and the average pore diameter
wafer, PharmaFluidics created three 2 m long columns and is estimated at about 10–15 nm. Additionally, they all have a
two 50-cm long columns. A 2-m column actually consists of bonded phase of C18.
40 discrete channels of length that are interconnected by serImportantly, in contrast to other chip format chromatogpentine 180-degree turns. PharmaFluidics uses proprietary raphy columns, micro-pillar array columns (µPAC™) are made
flow distribution and collection structures at the beginning compatible with any third-party nano-LC-MS system. When
and at the end of each lane to eliminate any racetrack effect. hyphenated to mass spectrometers, it is, however, important
After etching, the pillar structures are rendered superficially to correctly shunt the high voltage of the electrosprayporous to increase the effective interaction surface. The ionization to the ground as the applied potential has a

PharmaFluidics’ game-changing technology
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significant impact on the chromatographic behavior. Thus,
the column is outfitted with two stainless-steel unions. On
the inlet side, standard 360-µm tubing can be connected
without introducing any dead volume. At the exit site, a 50-µm
through bore union is provided to properly ground the column.
Standard configurations are available to connect the µPAC to
any electrospray ionization mass spectrometer.

as compared to the fully porous particles of the packed bed
columns. Thus, the μPAC column technology may be very
promising for limited sample quantities.
Then, the group compared the chromatographic performance of both columns using peak width plotted versus
total run length. They found that the peak width obtained
from relatively short separations with total run times equal
to or below 140 minutes is slightly better for the packed bed
Deep and Reproducible Proteome Coverage
column as compared to the μPAC column. However, they
The Proteomics Core Facility of VIB has a wide selection of found a clear difference in the rate at which peak width
high-end LCMS systems. For reasons of capacity, scientists increases between the two columns, with the μPAC column
decided to first test the 200-cm C18 µPAC column on a outperforming the packed bed column beyond 150 minutes
Thermo Scientific UltiMate 3000 Nano Rapid Separation run length (170-minute run length, including the 20 minute
(RSLC) system coupled to a Thermo Scientific LTQ Orbitrap equilibration time for the µPAC column), as shown in Figure 3.
Elite Mass Spectrometer. VIB routinely operates traditional The slope of the green µPAC curve indicates that an even
40-cm packed bed columns in tandem using a Pneu Nimbus higher gain could be made when extending gradient times
ion source.
beyond 210 minutes.
The group prepared a series of five samples ranging from
To verify this, an additional set of experiments with gradient
3 µg/µL to 100 ng/µL from embryonic kidney cells (HEKT). lengths of 6, 8, and 10 hours was performed using a 2-µg
For a systematic comparison, a set of six nonlinear gradients HEKT sample on the μPAC column. The group observed
from 30 to 210 minutes was used with 1-uL injections to run exceptionally good performance for these extreme gradient
the series in duplicate on both columns. Twenty minutes times with mean peak widths that were below 20 seconds
of additional run time was needed to equilibrate the μPAC for a 10-hour gradient separation.
column because it has a void volume of 10 µL. A total of
The results obtained for 2 µg sample injections were com3,034 protein groups were identified with the μPAC column piled in two graphs (see Figure 4), where protein identifications
compared to 2,334 with the packed bed column. Significantly, are shown at the top and peptide identifications at the bottom.
both columns were operated at a flow rate of 300 nL/min Whereas there is little use in extending gradient times beyond
and at a temperature of 50°C, resulting in an average column 210 minutes for the 40-cm packed bed columns, there is
backpressure of 75 bar for the μPAC column and a backpres- clearly still a lot to gain when working with the μPAC column.
sure of 445 bar for the packed bed column.
However, these numbers need some objective interpretaNext, scientists evaluated the protein identifications. tion because they are actually relatively low compared with
The μPAC column outperformed the packed bed column what can be achieved with current state-of-the-art mass
for all sample concentrations and gradient lengths with an spectrometers. PharmaFluidics has been working in colaverage gain in protein group identifications of 25% for the laboration with Thermo Fisher Scientific to explore further
longest gradient duration that was tested. The total number potential. In these experiments, a dilution series of tryptic
of identified proteins systematically increased from 3,034
Figure 3: Comparing columns: peak dispersion.
for a 100-ng sample injection to
around 3,700 for a 1-µg injection. No significant increase
in ide ntif ic ations c ould be
achieved by further increasing
the column loads.
Similar results were obtained
when comparing peptide identifications for both columns. The
relative increase in peptides as
well as protein identifications
was found to be the highest
when injecting low sample
amounts. This can be explained
by the fact that the μPAC column
PharmaFluidics 200 cm µPAC™
40 cm packed bed
has a core shell-like morphology
with limited interaction surface

Peak dispersion
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Extreme long gradients IdenGﬁcaGons
Figure 4: Long gradient identifications.
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HeLa cell digest were injected onto a 200-cm μPAC column
coupled to a Thermo Scientific Orbitrap Fusion Lumos Tribrid
Mass Spectrometer. Up to 5,400 proteins could be identified
in a single four-hour gradient separation whereas it took 10
hours to achieve comparable results with the Orbitrap Elite.
Given the very good performance of this new type of column,
the researchers are planning to do a series of follow-up
experiments on the μPAC column.

µPAC™ Operational Flexibility
As mentioned, only 90 bar of column pressure is required
to operate a μPAC column at a flow rate of 300 nL/min at
room temperature. However, the substantial void volume
requires a time delay of 45 min, which makes sense when
applying long gradient run time such as those that are longer
than 120 minutes. Fortunately, the μPAC columns can be
safely operated at pressures up to 350 bar. Therefore, it is
perfectly manageable to increase the flow rate up to 1 µL/
min and reduce the delay time to 15 minutes. This setting
can be used to have a relatively short separation below 60
minutes. Thereafter, this same column can be used for long
separations at the optimal flow rate.
To demonstrate the μPAC column performance at high flow
rates, the same group of researchers performed a second
series of experiments on a Thermo Scientific Q Exactive
HF-X MS instrument at the Thermo Fisher Scientific facility
in Bremen, Germany, using a Thermo Scientific EASY-Spray
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transfer line for electrospray ionization of a series of HeLa cell
tryptic digest spiked with an internal standard. The average
peak widths as well as the peak capacity were found to be
reasonable across the range, with 0.09 min, 0.11 min, and
0.13 min peak widths for the 30-, 60-, and 90-minute gradients respectively and a peak capacity of 318, 538, and 668,
respectively. As shown in Figure 5, the number of protein
groups as well as the number of unique peptides identified
were similar in a 90-min high flow rate run as in a 120-min
low flow rate run.
One can see that the number of identifications gradually
goes up as the injected amount increases with the maximum
of close to 5,000 protein groups while operating the column at
1 µL/min and injecting 1 µg. However, when less than 50 ng
of material is injected, these high flow rates are not advised.
For this type of experiment, one will get the most out of their
sample by operating the column in nanoflow mode at 300 nL/
min, which has been done in a previous set of experiments on
a Thermo Scientific Lumos instrument in Dreieich, Germany.

Column Robustness and Lifetime
Nano-LC instruments have a reputation for being less reliable and less robust than traditional LC systems. Therefore,
it is only used in cases where no alternative can be found
despite the expected theoretical gain in sensitivity and low
solvent consumption. With the introduction of the μPAC,
PharmaFluidics intends to leverage nano-LC systems to a
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µPAC™ Flexibility

Figure 5: µPAC™ flexibility.

Identifications HeLa cell digest separation
200 cm µPAC™ column

Conclusions
! Retention time variation of 0.5% CV observed for 15 QC peptides (50-200 fmol/µl)
! Number of identifications with a 90 min gradient ‘capillary’ flow similar to a 120 min ‘nano’ flow run
for routine sample amounts (1 µg)

Robustness - Longevity – Acidic pH resistance
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Figure 6: Robustness - Longevity – Acidic pH resistance.
Number of HeLa cell digest injections
Total number of injections
Total volume through column (ml)
Total amount of column volumes

Experimental conditions

1,000
3,526
195.4
21,707

1 µl injection
30 min gradient 1% B -> 50% B
0.1% TFA (pH 1.98)
Commercial Hela digest
Blank
Cytochrome C digest
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reliability level that can compete with more routine analytical
HPLC formats. Indeed, the nature of the μPAC stationary
phase backbone renders the column with some unique
characteristics with respect to robustness and repeatability,
which are worthwhile to mention in more detail.
Remember that these columns are etched out of a solid
piece of silicon, no particles or frits can break down during
the separation. Instant pressurization or depressurization
will not affect the chromatographic properties of the column.
Another convenient feature is that these columns are perfectly
symmetrical. To demonstrate this, researchers performed
an experiment where they connected the µPAC™ column on
both in- and outlet to a 4-nl injector valve and alternated the
flow direction from run to run. Overlaying the chromatograms
and the pressure profiles reveals that the chromatography is
identical in both directions. This unique mechanical stability
is of great importance in particular when coupled to nano
spray emitter tips because it eliminates the risk of clogging
and spray instability due to column bleeding.
To further evaluate robustness, one system has been
continuously running a sequence of 100 ng HeLa cell digest,
a 0.5 pmol cytochrome C digest, and a blank over a time
span of more than six months. This column has withstood
a total of 3,526 injections including 1000 HeLa cell digest

injections, which is almost 200 mL and more than 20,000
column volumes. UV chromatograms for the cytochrome C
digest runs are shown in the upper left in (Figure 6). Retention
times for six selected peptide peaks plotted as a function of
the number of injections are shown to the right. Very good
retention time stability is observed with an average coefficient
of variation below 2% for each peptide even when working at
relatively low pH values. In addition, no significant changes in
peak width were observed. At the bottom left is an overlay of
a separation performed with new solvent, showing that the
increase in background originated from the solvent.

Conclusions
Packed bed column technology is gradually reaching its
limit, in terms of what can be achieved by reducing particle
diameter and further increasing the column length. There is
enormous potential for the perfect ordered chromatography
format. Today’s generation of μPAC columns already outperform packed bed alternatives, which have four to five times
smaller interstitial pores. High resolution, excellent column-tocolumn, as well as run-to-run, reproducibility, and operational
flexibility are key features which make nano-scale separations
with μPAC columns worth the investment.

PharmaFluidics is a world leader in micro-Chip Chromatography. Building on more than 10 years of top-level academic
research at the Vrije Universiteit Brussel, the company’s silicon microtechnology solutions bring liquid chromatography to
a next level of efficiency. Their goal is to create separation devices with unprecedented resolution in a format that enables
extreme user-friendliness and robustness. The company can rely on a strong technical team with a variety of skills and
expertise, backed by a Strategic Advisory Board of international chromatography experts and entrepreneurs.

